A WB Freebie!

This is a freebie from The Wooden Bear, and is taken straight from the files of our *Hugs & Holly Printables Disc*! We hope you enjoy the projects!
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Directions for Money Holders

Supplies

The paper I used is Epson Premium Presentation Paper Matte. I can usually find this at my local office supply store, or you can look online at www.epson.com. This is a 44 lb. heavy-weight paper with a matte finish. I use this for all of my graphics because the color comes out much richer on this paper. If you don’t want to use this paper, try a simple cardstock paper instead. I find the heavier papers work better for these projects, and I usually get a better looking print.

Making the Money Holders

1. Print and cut out the money holder graphic. Fold at the lines as shown below. Fold along the lines for the small flaps, and apply a piece of two-sided tape to each flap.
2. Fold the small flaps inward, and fold the whole money holder together as shown at right. Remove the paper from the two-sided tape on the small flaps, and press the money holder together with the flaps folded inward.
3. Insert money into the money holder pocket. Add a small piece of two-sided tape just under the round graphic on the front of the holder, and press to adhere!
Money Holders- Print this page once. Cut out the graphic, and assemble following the Directions for Money Holders.

Ho, Ho, Ho! Merry Christmas!
Directions for Triangle Treats

Supplies

The paper I used is Epson Presentation Paper Matte. This is a little lighter weight than the Premium Presentation Paper I use for some of the other projects. I can usually find this at my local office supply store, or you can look online at www.epson.com. This is a 27 lb. paper with a matte finish.

Making the Triangle Treats

1. Cut out each rectangle, and crease at each line. The arrows indicate the location of each of the lines. They are subtle, so they won’t be too noticeable when assembled. Do not fold all the way down the length of the rectangle, only the length of the line itself.
2. Apply two-sided tape where shown, leaving the paper on one side of the tape.
3. Bring the left and right edges together. Peel the paper off the tape, and join the two edges together. This forms a tube.
4. Pinch the bottom edge of the tube together. The creased lines become the right and left edges. Peel the paper off the tape, and adhere the bottom edges of the pouch. If desired, use a crimper to crimp the edge, or pinking shears for a decorative edge.
5. Fill the pouch with candy. Flatten the top edge, so that the middle crease line is at the front of the pouch. Peel the paper off the tape, and adhere the top edges of the pouch. Use a crimper or pinking shears along the edge, if desired.

Note: The “Tear Here” marks are the instructions for breaking open the assembled triangle treat pouches to enjoy the goodies inside!
Triangle Treats - Print this page once. Cut out the graphics, and assemble following the Directions for Triangle Treats. Makes two.

Overlap other edge on top of this edge, and adhere with 2-sided tape.
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